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WE WILL DEVELOP some geometric techniques for finding and classifying cross sections 
to flows. (The definition of cross section is given at the beginning of 01 below.) 
Before discussing our methods, we will summarize two earlier characterizations of 
cross sections. The first criterion in the literature is due to Schwartzman, who 
introduced asymptotic cycles of a flow C$ on a compact metric space[23]. These (are 
real one dimensional homology classes defined for each &invariant measure. 
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sections to 4 are determined by an integral one dimensional cohomology class that is 
positive on all these asymptotic cycles. The essential tools in the proof are the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem and the Krylov-Bogoliubov theory of invariant measures. * 
The second criterion in the literature is due to Fuller. Beginning with an angular 
variable 8: M+S’, the function &c#+ - 6 may be regarded as real-valued. If for each 
x EM there is a t > 0 such that 8(&x) - e(x) > 0, Fuller showed 8 is homotopic to a 
8’ that increases monotonically along the flow. The essential tool in the proof is 
averaging [ 111. 
These two different approaches both give rise to the cross section as a level curve 
of a map 8 : M + S’. Accordingly, the geometry of the cross section itself is hidden, 
even though the cohomology class determines the homeomorphism type of the 
manifold [24]. Furthermore, it is clear that the existence of a cross section is in no way 
dependent on the parameterization of the flow but is a topological property of the 
underlying foliation. 
We will approach the study of cross sections in a direct geometric manner. With 
few exceptions, we will not use angular variables as a tool. Rather, given an ap- 
propriate infinite cyclic covering space M of the manifold M we will lift the flow r$ on 
M to a flow 4 on a. The orbit space a/R will furnish a canonical “external cross 
section” to 4. In 0 1 below we will show when this external cross section can be 
imbedded in M as a cross section. 
We next examine the various cross sections that exist to a given flow. Using only 
the oriented foliation, we define “homology directions” in H,(M; R)/R+, where this 
space is topologized as the disjoint union of a unit sphere with the origin. A homology 
direction is approximately the normalized homology class of a long nearly closed 
flowline. Similar classes were first considered by Rhodes in the context of asymptotic 
cycles for maps [22]. We show in 9 2 that an integral class in first cohomology 
determines a cross section if and only if it is positive on all homology directions. 
Thus homology directions (of an oriented foliation) serve the same effect as 
asymptotic cycles (of a flow) for the purpose of finding cross-sections. We compute 
the homology directions for flows with good symbolic dynamics (such as Axiom A 
flows) in § 3 and so obtain a finite criterion for the existence of cross sections on such 
flows. 
TPartially supported by NSF Grant No. MCS 800 3622. 
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Section 4 covers various topics: the behavior of homology directions under 
perturbation, the topological obstructions on the set of homology directions and 
computing the homology directions of a suspension flow. It ends with examples that 
show that minimal sets alone do not suffice to determine the existence of cross 
sections (although the Birkhoff center is sufficient by 5 2). 
In 0 5 we consider surfaces of section, a more general type of cross section that 
arises more often in applications. Historically these preceded the notion of cross 
section and indeed they were first studied by Poincare. Our criteria of 5 1 and 0 2 are 
extended to this wider setting using a geometric device of “blowing up” invariant 
submanifolds. 
We assume throughout this paper that manifolds are C” and all maps and vector 
fields are C’. However, our results may clearly be extended to less smooth non- 
singular flows provided flow box coordinates exist. We also assume, for simplicity, 
that the local flow 4 is transverse to dM. It would suffice, however, to assume 4 is 
transverse to some components of &f and tangent to others: one need only double A4 
along the latter set of components and do the various constructions symmetrically. 
51. CROSS SECTIONS AND Z-COVERS 
We seek geometric conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a flow 4 to 
have a cross section. We will initially assume 4 is a C’ flow on a closed C” manifold 
A!f. 
Recall that a cross section K to 4 is a closed C’ submanifold of codimension 1 
transverse to 4 that intersects every flowline. We observe that for each point m E M 
there is a time t > 0 for which 4,m E K. This clearly holds when m is uniformly 
recurrent, i.e. belongs to a minimal set [Bl], and it follows for general m by 
considering a minimal set in the o-limit set ad(m). For k E K the smallest t = t(k) > 0 
for which 4t(k) E K is called the return time of K. By the Implicit Function Theorem, 
t : K + (0,~) is a C’ function. The map r(k) = 4,& r: K -+ K, is a diffeomorphism 
called the retune map of K for 4. 
A Z-cover is a regular covering space TV: M + M with a given identification of its 
covering group with the integers Z. As is well known, a cross section K to a flow 4 on 
M determines a Z-cover rr : K x R --* M by ~(k, t) = 4,k. The preferred generator g for 
the deck transformations is given by g(r(k), s) = (k, s + t(k)). 
Our analysis of cross sections in this section will begin with a connected Z-cover 
and determine whether or not it arises from a cross section under the preceding 
construction. We must, when possible, produce K from rr: a-* M and 4. Our 
method is to lift 4 to a flow 4 on ti and study the orbit space @cP of 4. In the 
situation of the preceding paragraph, &(k, s) = (k, s + t) on &f = K X R and A&/ = K. 
We call &?/IX the external cross section associated to the flow 4 and the Z-cover 72. 
Whereas K may be deformed in M, the external cross section is intrinsic. The return map 
r: K+ K may be recovered as the map induced on A@ by the covering trans- 
formation g-‘. 
We will prove that the external cross section may be imbedded in M as a cross 
section provided 6 has the proper geometric behavior. Recall that the Z-cover J@ has 
a natural 2-point compactification obtained by adjoining 2 ends {-m, + co}, so labeled 
that g’x + + m ( - 00) as i + + 03 ( - ~0) [8]. The required behavior (clearly necessary by 
the formula for 4 in the last paragraph) is that lifted flowlines go from -Q) to + 01. 
The original proof, by different methods, is in [ 1 I]. 
THEOREM A. Let 4 be a C’ flow on a compact manifold M. Suppose ti is a 
connected Z-cover of M, with ends f QI as above, and that 4 is the lifted flow. 
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Then 4 admits a connected cross section K which lifts to tie for each x E ti we 
have &x -+ + 03 as t + +mand 6,x + --coas t + -m. 
We will actually prove a generalization of Theorem A needed for later applications 
[lo]. Suppose X is a C’ vector field on a compact manifold M that is transverse to 
&f. Then X generates a C’ local flow 4. If Z C M is closed and nonempty and if 4 
induces a flow on Z then we call Z an invariant set. Given 4 and Z, a compact, 
codimension 1 submanifold K C M is a cross section to 4 on Z if K is transverse to 4. 
every flowline of 4IZ meets K and Z n KC int K. As in the case Z = M discussed 
previously, K determines a return time and a return map, defined on neighborhoods of 
K n Z in K. K also determines a Z-cover of Z, which needn’t correspond to Z-covers 
of M (e.g. if Z is a null-homologous closed orbit of 4). We now obtain a sufficient 
criterion for the existence of a cross section to 4 on I. 
THEOREM B. Let M be a compact C” manifold, X a C’ vector field transverse to aM 
and 4 the corresponding local flow. Suppose r : fi + M is a connected Z-cover, with 
ends 2 CC as above, let $ be the lifted local flow on fi and let I= m-‘I. 
There is a cross section K to 4 on Z with associated Z-cover ~/fe for all 
xEI&x+co(-q as t++m(--03). 
Proof. There is a compact, connected set G C ti with 2 unbounded com- 
plementary regions ‘R, and R-, which are deleted neighborhoods of + CQ and -to 
respectively. We first show that C may be chosen so that each flowline in I’ meets C 
in an interval. 
For x E x the flowline R * x meets C in a compact, nonempty set. We choose 
(a, b) depending on x so that (a, b) . x n C = R * x n C. If a codimension 1 transverse 
disc D centered at x is sufficiently small, then F(x) = [a, b] - D is a flow box with 
one face a * D C R_ and the opposite face b . D c R,. 
For some finite sequence xl,. . ., x, E f the sets int F(Xi) cover C n i: Let C’ = 
6 F(xi) u C. For x E 1, R . x r7 c’ = b(F(xJ rl R . x) is a union of closed intervals. 
i=l i=I 
If I3 . x n C’ were disconnected, one would have tOx E bi * Di C R+, t,x E ai * Di C R- 
and (to, tl) . x disjoint from C, which is a contradiction. Thus we may pass from C to 
C’ and assume each flowline meets C in an interval. 
The orbit space fiR is a quotient of C n f and hence compact. It is essential to 
show that f/R is Hausdorff. Given yl, y2 E C n f on distinct flowlines, we must find 
small closed discs D(yi) at y, transverse to 4 and codimension 1, so that R * 
(D(yi) fl f) are disjoint, i = 1,2. As orbits in I’ pass through C in intervals of uniformly 
bounded length, it is easily arranged that C n R - (D(yi) n f) be disjoint, i = 1, 2: but 
since C meets every orbit in 1, this suffices. 
We see that the projection q : I’+ f/R is a locally trivial principal R-bundle, with 
charts of type ((int D(y)) fl f) * R, with D(y) as in the preceding paragraph. Since the 
base f/R is compact and Hausdorff and the fiber R is contractible, a standard 
induction argument with partitions of unity gives a section s : fht --, 1 We may choose 
s so that the image of s lies interior to a compact, codimension 1, transverse 
submanifold L with L rl f = Zm(s). 
We seek to choose L so that it projects into a cross section K = r(L) for 4 on I. 
We need only choose L to be disjoint from g’L, all i > 0, where g is the preferred 
generator for the deck transformation group. As L is compact, there is an h = g*” so 
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that h(L) fl I C (O,a) x h-IL. We will show that L may be rechosen as L’ so that 
h(L’) fl i C (0, 00) - L’. Continuing n times, we will achieve g(L’“’ n 1) C (0, co) . L(“). 
We finally take L to be a small neighborhood of L(“) fl I’ in ~5~“) and K = r(L). 
To construct L’ from L, consider the order in which a flowline meets h-‘L, L, and 
hL. Let A = {y E 8Rly meets L before h-IL} and B = {y E fiR/y meets L after hL}. 
Under the homeomorphism h^ on fiR induced by h, 6A = B. By hypothesis x and B 
are disjoint. Then we define a smooth function f : L + [0, 00) so that: 
(a) When q(l) is near 8, f(l) = 0. 
(b) When q(1) 62 B, f(1) * 1 lies between (R . I tl h-IL and (R - I n hL. 
Since hA = B, one easily checks that L’ = (f(l). 111 E L} satisfies h(L’ n f) c (0, P) . 
L’, as desired. Q.E.D. 
Clearly Theorem A follows from Theorem B by choosing I = M. 
92. HOMOLOGICAL CRITERLA FOR CROSS SECTIONS 
We will determine when a flow 4 on a closed manifold M has a cross section in 
terms of certain simple invariants called homology directions. Unlike §I, we will not 
assume that M is equipped with a preferred Z-cover. 
To keep track of the various possible cross sections to 4 we will use the first 
integral cohomology group H’(M; Z). A cross section K determines a class UK E 
H’(M; Z) since it has a preferred normal orientation given by the flow. If 1 is an 
oriented loop transverse to K, then UK(f) = c 
pElnK 
eP, where E,, = + l( - 1) if the 
orientation of I agrees (disagrees) with the flow direction at p. This determines 
(independent of basepoint) a homomorphism lr&f+Z which we’ll denote UK as 
well. When K is connected, the Z-cover q : K x R + M considered in §I is associated 
to the subgroup ker(uK) c rr,M. The group H’(M; Z) is free abelian on a finite set of 
generators. The class uK arising from a connected cross section K is indivisible (not 
expressible as mu, u E H’(M; Z), m > 1) since there is a closed path that meets K 
transversely in a single point. 
A class tl E H’(M; Z) determines a Z-cover fi such that a path 6 in &f joining x‘ 
to gmx (x E ti, m E Z, g the preferred generator for the deck transformations) 
projects to a closed path r(S) in.M with ~c(lr(S)) = m. This is a natural bijection from 
Z-covers of M to H’(M; Z). Here ti is connectedeju is indivisible. 
We can now express a uniqueness result that complements the existence result of 
Theorem A above: cohomology classes determine cross sections up to isotropy. 
THEOREM C. Suppose K and L are cross sections to the flow 4 on the closed 
manifold M and that uK = uL E H’(M; Z). Then there is a smooth family of cross 
sections K, with K0 = K, KI = L. 
Proof. Let OK be a closed l-form on M with oK(d4/dt) > 0, wK(K = 0 and 
[OKI = UK. To construct OK, reparameterize $I so the return time relative to K is 
identically one. Then r: K x R + M, ~(k, t) = &k determines the Z-cover cor- 
responding to UK, it is clear that the form dt on K x R is Z-equivariant and induces a 
form UK on M with the desired properties. 
Let oL be constructed analogously for L and let o, = (1 - s)oK + swL. Then o3 
satisfies 
(a) w, is nonsingular, 0 5 s I 1 
(b) [WI = [4, all s. 
Here (a) holds because o,(dd/dt)> 0 and (b) holds because [%I = 
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(1 - s)uK + suL = uK. Moser’s Lemma shows that (a) and (b) imply that there is an 
isotopy h, of M with h,, the identity and h:wO = w, [16, 191. 
The cross sections h,-‘(K) connect K to some fiber of oL which in turn is isotopic 
to L through cross sections. Q.E.D. 
Since isotopic cross sections clearly cannot be distinguished topologically, we will 
be satisfied to determine which u E H’(M; Z) are the classes of cross sections. For 
indivisible U, Theorem A gave an answer in terms of the connected Z-cover cor- 
responding to I(. But if the rank of H’(M; Z) is more than 1, there are infinitely many 
connected Z-covers of M and a better approach is needed. Thus we will introduce 
certain homology invariants that determine which (if any) Z-covers satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem A and so whether 4 admits any cross section at all. 
Suppose M is a compact manifold. Let DM denote the set H,(M; R)/(x - TX, r > 0) 
of all directions in the first real homology group of M. The topology given DM is that 
of a sphere corresponding to the nonzero homology classes plus an isolated point 
corresponding to 0. There is a natural projection p : lrlM + & 
A sequence (Q, &) E M x (0, 03) is called a closing sequence based at m if as k += cQ 
one has mk + m, +r,mk + m and tk+ 0. Clearly m is the base of a closing sequence @m 
is a nonwandering point for 4. Let yk be the closed path obtained by joining m to mk 
by a short path, following the trajectory &mk, 0 5 t 5 tk, and ending with a short path 
from +&ml, to m. The sequence p(x) E DM must have accumulation points, since DM 
is compact. Such an accumulation point d is called a homology direction for 4. When 
p(yk) + d we say (mk, tk) iS a dosing Sf?qUt?nce for d. 
The collection of all homology directions for 4 is denoted 04. Clearly D.+ is 
a compact, nonempty set in &. 
More generally, whenever 4 is a local flow transverse to aA with an invariant set 
I, one may apply the above procedure to closing sequences in I x (0, m) to define a 
nonempty compact set D41,. In particular, when 4 has a closed orbit ‘y, there is a 
homology direction d, = p(y) that is the normalized homology class of y. 
A homology direction is always approximable by the normalized homology class 
of a long, nearly closed trajectory. For it (mk, tk) iS a closing sequence for d and the 
fk’s have a bounded subsequence then the trajectory y through m is periodic and 
d = d,. But then d has a closing sequence (m, kp), with p the period of y. with the 
times kp + m. 
The relevance of homology directions to cross-sections is seen clearly when 4 
has closed orbit y. Then y cuts any cross section K and always in the flow direction 
so that uK(y) > 0. Note that for classes d E DM and u E H’(M; Z) one may meaning- 
fully say whether u is positive, zero or negative on d, even though no value u(d) is 
defined (unless DM is embedded in H1 (M; R) as the vectors of length 0 and 1 in some 
norm on H,(M; R)). Thus we say uK is positive on d, This motivates the following 
result, the criterion for cross sections we promised earlier. 
THEOREM D. Let C#J be a flow on a closed manifold M and u E H’(M ; Z). There is 
a cross section K to C#J in class u if and only if u is positive on D,+ Thus 4 admits a cross 
section eD, lies in an open halfspace of DM. 
Proof. Suppose u is positive on Dm and indivisible. Then there is a connected 
Z-cover 7r : h% + A4 with preferred generator g for the deck transformations. As in 01, 
there is a 2 point compactification i@ U { + m} for ti such that g”x + + m( - m) as 
n + + m( -03) for any x E a. By Theorem A it suffices to show 4,x -+ + m as t + + cQ 
(the corresponding property for - m follows by considering &,. t 10). 
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If x has an w-limit point y E ti one could pick ri + + 03 such. that &x + y. Then 
(&TX, ri+l - ri) is a closing sequence based at rry. Any homology direction d obtained 
from this closing sequence would satisfy u(d) = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus the trajectory &m, t 2 0, can’t accumulate in A$. It must converge to + 00 
or-m, since oscillation between the 2 would produce accumulation points in a. If 
&x+ --03 as t+ + ~0, one could pick y so that PY E o&(qx) and then times ri + + CC 
and integers ni + + QJ SO that g”i(&) + y. AS above, (&TX, ri+l - ri) would be a closing 
sequence and would produce a homology direction d with u(d) I 0. This contradiction 
shows 4,x + + c*, as desired. 
Suppose, conversely, that K is a cross section to 4, I( = uL and d E Dm: we must 
show uK is positive on d. Giving H&M; R) a norm 1) -I(, we may identify DM with 
vectors of length 0 or I in the obvious way. Let (mt, tt) be a closing sequence for 
d E D+ and yk the associated sequence of closed paths. Clearly uk(-yk) > 0 for tk 
sufficiently large. Thus [yJ # 0 and 
m u(d) = F; u ,,[nl,, ( > * 
In a compact manifold, a short path cannot represent a large homology class. More 
precisely, given a Riemannian metric on M, there is a bound over all closed paths a 
on (]J[cu](]/length (a))[20]. Letting a = yk, and noting that u(n) is commensurable with 
the length of -)$, we see that (U(n)/ll[n]ll) is bounded away from 0. Thus u(d) > 0, as 
desired. 
Finally, if D+ lies in an open halfspace of DM there is (by compactness of D4 and 
the universal coefficient theorem) a v E H’(M; R) with v(D,) > 0. By passing to a 
rational approximation, we obtain a class u/n with n > 0, u EH’(A4; Z) and 
u/n (0,) > 0. Thus u(D,) > 0 and 4 admits a cross section. Q.E.D. 
When (as in Theorem B) K is a cross section to 411, K determines a Cech 
cohomology class uK E H’(1, Z!), i.e. ordinary cohomology classes on small neighbor- 
hoods of I compatible under restriction maps. If u E H’(&f; Z) restricts to UK, we say 
that K is compatible with u. (Note that the restriction map H’(M; Z) + H’(I; Z) isn’t 
generally 1-l or onto, so one cannot assign a class u EH’(M; Z) to K.) 
By obvious modification of the above arguments to make use of Theorem B, we 
obtain 
THEOREM E. Let M be a compact manifold, C$ a local flow on M transverse to JM, Ian 
invariant set and u E H’(M; Z). There is a cross section K to 4lIcompatibfe with u-u is 
positive on Dmlr. 
We now show that the existence of cross sections depends only on the behavior of 
the flow 4 on its Birkhoff center C. Recall that C is the largest invariant set for which 
C = sZ(+]C), where fi denotes the nonwandering set. In particular CC On(+), so we’ll 
find that the nonwandering set determines the existence of cross sections. 
We begin with the following lemma, in the situation of Theorem E above. 
LEMMA 1. Let R denote the nonwandering set of 4II. There is a cross section L to 4(fi 
compatible with UG there is a cross section K to b(I in class u. 
Proof. As one implication is obvious, we suppose L is a cross section to 4 on R 
and that uL is the restriction of u to fl. There is a return map r: L, -+ Lz, where L, 
and L2 are closed neighborhoods of L n fl in L, and a return time map t : L, +(O, 03). 
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The set N = {&XIX E L,, 0 5 t 5 t(x)} is a closed neighborhood of 0. 
Any orbit in I spends only a bounded amount of time outside N, since (u(x) C R 
and w(x)Cfl for all xEI. If 7r:&f tM is the cover corresponding to U, then it 
follows that trajectories in &(I) go from --(r, to +m. Theorem B now applies. 
Q.E.D. 
Taking I = M in the preceding lemma and using Theorem E, we obtain 
THEOREM F. If fl is the nonwandering set of the flow 4 on the closed manifold M 
and u E H’(M; Z) then there is a cross section K in class u e u is positive Dblu. 
Although Theorem F is sufficient for the application to Axiom A flows in 03, we 
will sharpen it be replacing R by the center C. Again we need a lemma in the setting of 
Theorem E. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose K is a cross section to 4\I. Then there is a neighborhood N of 
I such that for any invariant set J C N, K is a cross section to 4\J. 
Proof. Take N as in Lemma 1. 
THEOREM G. If C is the Birkhoff center of the flow 4 on the closed manifold M and 
u E H’(M ; Z) and then there is a cross section K in class u e u is positive on Dblc. 
Proof: C is constructed as follows. Let a0 = M and for each ordinal CT for which fl is 
defined, let &,+, = fl<@,). For limit ordinals p, let R, = n a,. As in[2], this 
O<B 
sequence is constant from some ordinal S on and this limiting value is C = a,. 
Let y denote the least ordinal such that 4(fl, has a cross section compatible with 
u. By Theorem E with I = C, we have y 5 S. By Lemma 2, y cannot be a successor 
ordinal. Hence, y = 0, as desired. Q.E.D. 
Theorems F and G also follow from[23] since all &invariant measures are 
supported on C. 
93. CRITERIA FOR AXIOM A FLOWS AND RELATED RESULTS 
We will analyze the previous section’s result for an Axiom A flow and find a 
simpler criterion for the existence of a cross section depending on a Markov partition. 
This criterion will be extended to other flows with good symbolic dynamics, including 
pseudo-Anosov flows[7]. For arbitrary flows we obtain an analogous sufficient cri- 
terion based on transverse triangulations. 
To begin, we recall the suspension construction. Given a homeomorphism h : XC 
of a compact metric space X and a continuous function f : X +(O, m), the mapping 
torus M,, is the quotient space of X x R by the group generated by (x, t) H (h(x), 
t -f(x)). The flow 4,(x, s) = (x, s + t) induces a flow r#+ on Mh called the suspension 
flow of h (with return time fj. As the choice of f doesn’t affect the conjugacy type of 
d+, it will not matter for our purposes. Note that X x0 determines a cross section to 4 
with return map f. 
Recall that a subshift of finite type h: X3 is constructed from a finite symbol set F 
and a directed graph G on F, G C F X F, by setting X = {cfi) E F’Icfi, fi+l) E G for all i} 
with the product topology and letting h be the shift map on X, cfi) * cfi+r). We will 
call the suspension flow IJ of such a h a flow of finite type. 
Suppose 4 is a local flow on a compact manifold M transverse to dM and I C M 
is an invariant set. If there is a semi-conjugacy s from a flow of finite type 4 onto 4lI 
then we say I is symbolic. (Recall that s sends oriented trajectories to oriented 
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trajectories.) Clearly closed orbits are symbolic, finite unions of symbolic invariant 
sets are symbolic and a symbolic invariant set for a subflow is symbolic for the flow. 
The most interesting example of a symbolic invariant set is a basic set A for an 
Axiom A flow 4. By choosing a Markov family F of local sections for 4JA and 
defining (fl, f2) E G when the rectangle f, is stretched across fi under a certain return 
map, Bowen constructed a subshift of finite type and a semiconjugacy s from the 
suspension flow rl/ onto 4(A[4]. In this case s can be chosen to preserve the time 
parameter, but we don’t require this. 
To a symbolic invariant set I, equipped with given F, G and s, we will associate 
certain closed orbits in I that will determine the existence of cross sections for 411. 
If a sequence fO, . . ., fn = f. in F satisfies cfi, fi+l) E G, i = 0, . . ., n - 1, then we call 
it a loop 1. Note that 1 determines a periodic h orbit.. .fn-, . f,, . . . fn_,f,, . . . hence a 
periodic 9 orbit and, applying s, a periodic orbit ~(1) in I. If f,, . . ., f. are distinct, we 
call 1 minimal. Since minimal loops have bounded length, there are only finitely 
many. 
Given a symbolic invariant set I, one may assume by symbol splitting[4] that the 
cylinder sets f,, = constant in X x 0 C Mh have very small images under s. For 
appropriately small cylinder sets and the corresponding minimal loops, we have 
THEOREM H. Suppose 4 is a local flow on a compact manifold M transverse to JM, 
I is a symbolic invariant set and v EH’(M; Z). There is a cross section to ~$11 in a 
class ueu(y(l)) > 0 for all minimal loops. 
Proof. The forward implication is clear, so we suppose u positive on r(l) for all 
minimal loops 1. 
Consider a long, nearly closed trajectory #lm, 0 5 t I T,, and the corresponding 
closed loop 7. We must estimate u(l). 
Lift this trajectory to a I,+ trajectory I&X, 0 5 t I T,, x Es-‘(m). Let f,, . . ., f. be the 
symbols corresponding to the cylinder sets in X x0 successively visited by this 
+trajectory. Choose i, as large as possible so that fi, = f,, then i2 as large as possible 
SO that fb = fi,+l, etc. These sequences exhaust f,, . . ., fN. One obtains closed orbits 
Y(&), Y(&), * * -9 y(&J in I corresponding to the loops 61 = (fl . . . fi,), Sfi = cfi,+, . . . fi2), 
etc. where k (: card E As y is obtained by joining ~(a,), . . . y(&) by a bounded 
number of bounded curves, up to a small approximation (recall the images of cylinder 
sets are small), the error [r] - 6 [ ~(a,)] is bounded independently of y. 
i=l 
We now extract from f,, . . ., fi,, a minimal loop 1, fii, . . ., fh = fj,. If E denotes the 
loop fb9 * * -9fi,, f2, - - -7 fj, left over, we have [y(&)] = [y(l)] + [y(e)] (again using that 
cylinder sets have small image). Choosing another minimal loop in E and continuing in 
this way, we see that [r(&)] is a positive combination of [r(f)], I minimal, and 
likewise for the other 6i. 
So within bounded error, [r] is a sum of a large number of u(y(l)) (large since 
T +m implies N +Q) and minimal loops have bounded length). This shows (u[r]/ll[r(() 
is bounded away from 0 for T -+m. 
If now y varies over closed paths corresponding to a closing sequence for d, we 
find 
Theorem E finishes the proof. 
u(d) = lim 8 > 0. 
Q.E.D. 
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We globalize Theorem H to obtain the following criterion for cross sections, 
applicable to Axiom A and pseudo-Anosov flows and the flows whose $2 consists of 
finitely many basic sets plus finitely many closed orbits. 
THEOREM I. Suppose I$ is a flow on a closed manifold M and the center C of 4 is 
symbolic. Assuming the images of C of cylinder sets are suficiently small, then for any 
u E H’ (M, Z) there is a cross section in class uau(y(1)) > 0, where 1 varies over the 
finite set of minimal loops. 
Proof. This immediate from Theorems G and H. Q.E.D. 
Note that any nonsingular flow 4 on a closed manifold M is C” approximable by 
Axiom A flows with 1 dimensional 52 [33]. Since a cross section to a flow 4 is a cross 
section to all flows C” near 4, Theorem I gives some information for aribtrary nonsingular 
flows. In particular, the limit of Axiom A flows without cross section will likewise have no 
cross section. 
Implicit use has been made of the following computation of D,,* when A is a basic 
set for an Axiom A flow. 
LEMMA 3. Let F be a Markov family of small sections to 4th and Y the convex hull 
of 
{[y(l)](l a minimal loop for F} C H,(M, IX). 
If 0 E Y then D,i, = p(Y). 
Note. The assumption 0 E Y is necessitated by the following example: Suppose 
F = { 1,2}, G = F x F, [ y(12)] is linearly independent of [y(l)] and [y(l)] + [y(2)] = 0. 
Then 0 65 O++l,, but 0 E Y, so D41,, # p(Y). 
Proof. The inclusion 04,,, C p(Y) follows from Theorem H with I = A. So suppose 
y E Y, that is y = : aiy(c), ai 2 0, Cai = 1, we must show p(y) E O+. 
i=l 
We may clearly suppose the ai rational, since D4 is closed, and, choosing a 
common denominator N > 0, set ai = (b,lN), bi EZ. Since A is a basic set, there is a 
sequence yi in F corresponding to a path through G beginning on 4 and ending on li+,, 
i modulo m. Let A, denote the loop obtained by concatenating (nb#,‘s, yI, (nb&‘s, 
Yz, * -, (nb,)l,,,‘s and y,,,. Clearly [y(&)] = nEbi[li] +[y(Ao)] SO p(y(A,)) *p(y). This 
gives p(y) E D4, as desired. Q.E.D.’ 
For an Axiom A-No Cycles flow, it isn’t hard to show O6 = U D41,, using the 
/\ 
shadowing property. Hence for an Axiom A-No Cycles flow 4 with cross section, 
Lemma 3 shows that O4 is a finite complex. 
When we take an arbitrary nonsingular flow 4 of a closed manifold M there are 
smooth triangulations r of M such that 4 is transverse to each m - 1 simplex, 
m = dim M [30]. We call 7 a transverse triangulation. To such a T is associated the 
finite set F of m simplices and a directed graph G on F, where (f,, f2) E G means that f, 
and fi are adjacent and 4 flows from fl into f2 across their common face. A closed 
loop I in G determines a closed path y(l) in M up to isotopy (although not necessarily 
a closed orbit) by the rule that y(l) intersects successively the n simplices listed in 1. 
THEOREM J. Let T be a transverse triangulation for the flow 4 on the closed manifold 
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M and let u E H’ (M; Z). If for each minimal loop 1 one has u(y(1)) > 0 then there is a 
cross section to d in class u. 
Proof. Take a closing sequence for a homology direction d for d. By perturbation, 
assume none of the associated closed paths 3/k meet the m-2 skeleton of T and 
associate a symbol sequence to ‘yk corresponding to the intersections made with 
(m - 1) simplices. Estimating u(n) as in Theorem H shows u(d) > 0. 
Theorem D finishes the argument. Q.E.D. 
Simple examples show that there is little constraint on the classes [y(l)] arising 
from a fine transverse triangulation T to a flow 4 with cross section. Consequently 
there is no strong converse to Theorem J. But if 4 does admit a cross section, it isn’t 
hard to choose T so that geodesics joining adjacent faces lie nearly parallel to 4. For 
this T, the hypothesis of Theorem J will hold, providing a weak converse. 
44. MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES OF HOMOLOGY DIRECTIONS 
We will make various computations of homology directions in this section and 
consider the following diverse topics. 
(a) Behavior of Db under perturbation of 4. 
(b) Construction of &J with prescribed D+. 
(c) Computing D4 from a return map. 
(d) Cross sections and minimal sets. 
Item (a). We will show that when 4 admits no cross section the set Dm can 
implode or explode under perturbation of 4, but that there is some constraint when 4 
has cross section. 
We first consider a parameterized family of translations on tori. Let N be a 
compact manfold, g: N + S”-’ a smooth map. Define a flow 4 on M = N x T” by 
+,(n, x) = (n,x+ tg(n)), where we identify T” with R”/Z”. Identifying S”-’ with 
Drn -0 C & we have 
LEMMA 4. Dm = g(N)C S”-‘. 
We omit the elementary proof. Note this shows Dm can be far more complicated 
than the finite complexes arising from Axiom A-No Cycles flows with cross section. 
Now perturb 4 by composing with the gradient flow of a Morse-function for iV. 
The new flow 4 has w = g(8) where Z is the finite set of singularities for f. For 
proper choice of g, DQ collapses from S”-’ to a point under certain perturbations. 
The possibility of O,+ exploding was pointed out by F. Wesley Wilson (private 
communication). One constructs a flow (p as in [21] except on S* x S’ rather than S3. 
Then the nonwandering set of 4 is a finite set of null-homologous closed orbits, but 
certain perturbations (I of 4 have closed orbits not homologous to zero. 
Now observe 4 has a cross section K. Then any C” near flow I,+ also admits K as a 
cross section. Thus u(D,)> OJu(&) > 0, for all u E H’(M; Z). This means that if 
E C &, is a neighborhood of the convex hull of D+, & C E. Thus when 4 has a cross 
section the convex hull of D+ cannot exploed under C” perturbation of 4. 
Item (b). For a fixed closed manifold M we will investigate the possible sets D+ 
for various flows 4 on M. 
There are 2 topological constraints on I&. First, if 0 IE Db then 4 is nonsingular 
and so x(M) = 0 [Hi]. Second, if D+ lies in an open halfspace of DM then 4 admits a 
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cross section K (by Theorem D). This gives a nonsingular closed l-form wK on A4 
with [wK] = uK (as in the proof of Theorem C). By integration, M fibers over S’ with 
fiber K. That has many topological consequences for M. For instance, the Wang exact 
sequence [28] associated to the fibration 
Hi(M; R) +Hi_I(K; IX) +Hi-I(K; R) +H;_l(M; W) + * * . 
gives (see [17], p. 28 ff) a Morse-type inequality 
pi - pi-1 + * . * f PO 2 0 
where pj = dim Hj(M; W) is the jth Betti number of M. In particular, taking i = 1, dim 
M and dim M + 1 gives p, > 0 and x(M) = 0. See also [6,26,29]. 
The following theorem will indicate that there are not further constraints of this 
type. We call a homology direction d E& rational if it comes from a rational (or, 
equivalently, an integral) homology class. 
THEOREM K. Suppose M is a closed manifold, n = dim M 2 3 and x(M) = 0. Given 
any set S C DM which is finite, rational and symmetric (i.e. S = -S) there is a flow 4 
on M with D+ = S. 
Note. It is particularly interesting when /3, > 0 and S = { + d}, d# 0. 
We identify S C D,+, with a subset S’ C H,(M; Z) such that p[S’ is a bijection onto 
S. We may choose S’ so that all closed paths y with [r] E S’ preserve local 
orientation. 
Proof. Since x(M) = 0 there is a nonsingular flow 4 on M. We will modify J, with 
plugs (see [21,31]) to obtain a flow 4 with the properties 
(a) n(4) consists of finitely many hyperbolic closed orbits al, . . ., a, with {[ail} = 
S’. 
(b) In a closing sequence for 4, the trajectories stay close to one of the ai. 
Clearly (a) and (b) imply Db = S. 
Given a small positive E, choose fintely many small disjoint discs Dj, j E J, nearly 
perpendicular to the flowline so that 
(1) for each x EM there is a t E(0, E) with 4, E jz Dj 
(2) x EDj+&,xEDj for t E(O,4e). 
Clearly we may take card J 2 card S. Assign to each j a class Sj ES’ so that the 
map J +S’ is onto. 
TO each j construct a closed path yj SO that [n] = Sj and yj n Dj is a properly 
embedded interval in Db We may assume yj is transverse to J/ and that the yj U Dj are 
disjoint, for all j E J. Assuming E was chosen small enough, we may pick the ‘yi so that 
(3) x E Dj U yi+d,XE Dj U yj for t E (0,3e] 
We extend Dj U yj slightly to an annulus Aj s B”-* X S’ transverse to I) with core yj 
and with Dj U yj C int Ah Finally we let Rj = {&laj E Aj, 0 I t 5 S} where S is very 
small. 
The Rj are disjoint rings diffeomorphic to R = B”-* x S’ x [0, 11. The local flow 4lRj 
is vertical, i.e. preserves the fibers a x [0, 11. The standard plug [PWWI is a local flow 
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on R, vertical near aR, whose local nonwandering set consists of 4 hyperbolic closed 
orbits in homology class -C [S’]. We let 4 be the flow obtained by replacing each (LIRj 
by a standard plug, so chosen that all orbits passing through Dj fall into the sink orbit 
of the plug and orbits passing through $& came from the source orbit of the plug. 
It follows easily from the mirror image property of plugs that any long nearly 
closed trajectory of 4 is contained in U RP Properties (a) and (b) follow im- 
XJ 
mediately. Q.E.D. 
The preceding theorem constructs for each closed M with x(M) = 0, P,(M) # 0 an 
Axiom A-finite 0 flow 4 with no closed orbits homologous to zero. We will now show 
that for many M a flow with these properties cannot be Morse-Smale. For these M, 
the flow 4 cannot be perturbed to a Kupka-Smale flow (I, without blowing up a. This 
gives a simple topological version of the example of [Zl] in which perturbations of a 
certain plugged flow on S3 were analyzed in detail and shown to be non-Morse-Smale. 
Our examples exist in alI dimensions and on manifolds where Morse-Smale flows do 
occur [l]. 
THEOREM L. Suppose M does not fiber ouer S’ (or that no such fibration has 
Morse-Smale monodromy). Then in any Morse-Smale frow C$ on M there must be a 
closed orbit y with [y] = 0 EH,(M; R). 
Proof. By changing I(r near n = a(+) one can easily produce a Morse-Smale flow 
4 with a(4) = fl but such that the flow directions for ~$[a and Jl(fi disagree on any 
prescribed set of orbits in Q. One sees this most easily if one chooses a round handle 
decomposition for rc( [l, 181 and observes that the flow on the boundary of a round 
handle does not determine the orientation of the closed orbit inside. 
Suppose all the @orbits yi in fI satisfy [yi] # 0. By choosing Ei = + 1 properly, the 
classes s[n] will lie in an open l/2 space of Z-Z,(M; R). Choose 4 so the orientation of 
yi is reversed if and only if 4 = - 1. Then 4 admits a cross section by Theorem H, and 
so M fibers over S’ with Morse-Smale monodromy. Q.E.D. 
The discussion preceding Theorem L is summarized in 
COROLLARY. Let M be a closed manifold with x(M) = 0, &M > 0 and such that M 
is not the mapping torus of a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism. Then M supports a 
nonsingular Axiom A flow 4 whose nonwandering set consists of n <CO closed orbits 
such that euery Kupka-Smale approximation of 4 has more than n orbits in its 
non wandering set. 
Item (c). When 4 admits a cross section K the homology directions Dm may be 
calculated in terms of the return map r. Since the suspension construction shows r 
can be any diffeomorphism whatsoever, this associates a set of homology directions 
to any diffeomorphism of a compact manifold. We’ll see that this generalizes the 
winding number construction of Poincard. In some cases, the analogous constructions 
for asymptotic cycles were developed by Rhodes [22]. 
The Wang sequence of the fibration K --*M + S’ ends 
r*-I 
H,(K; R) - HdK, R) - H, (M; R) L R-O, 
where we assume, without loss of generality, that K is connected. By Theorem D, 
uk(m) > 0 so that D+ may be identified with a subset of ~~~‘(1) C H,(M, R). Translat- 
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ing D4 to u;(O) by an integral vector D and using the Wang isomorphism ui’(O) s 
C = H,K/im(r, - 1) we obtain a set 0, C C called the homology directions of r. As 0, 
is only defined up to integral translation, one should not regard C as a vector space 
but as an affine space with an integral lattice. 
To compute 0, for some diffeomorphism r of a connected, compact manifold K 
we choose u as follows. Let b EK be a base point and S a path from b to rb inside K. 
Let 4 be the suspension flow with return time 1 on the mapping torus M = M,. 
Following the trajectory &b, 0 I t I 1, by S-’ gives a closed path in M and a class 
u EH,(M; R) with uK(u) = 1. 
Suppose x E K and r”x is near x and join them by a short path u. Let E be a path 
from x to b. Then the path E x S x rS x. * . x r”-’ S x(r”e)-’ x CT = y is closed. In- 
dependent of the choice of E, there is a class ([r]/n) E C. 
NOW every d ED+ admits a closing sequence (Xi, ni) with xi E K, ni E Z. The 
associated classes ([n]/ui) EC, yi as in the preceding paragraph, converge to 
(d/u(d)) -u ED,. 
This shows how to compute D+ from a return map or, equivalently, how to 
compute the homology directions of a diffeomorphism r. When r has fixed points, one 
may choose b EFix f and 8 the trivial path: one then obtains simpler formulas. If x is 
also fixed, one obtains the homological part of the Nielsen fixed point class as a 
homology direction, i.e. [E(&)-‘1 ED, where E joins x to b. 
Now suppose I/J is a flow on K and f the time one map. The D, is obtained as 
follows. Choose x, n so f”x is near x. Approximate $,x, 0 s t 5 n, by a closed path. 
Then ([r]/n) E C 2 H,(K, R). Taking accumulation points in the usual way gives Q. 
This works because there is a natural splitting of the Wang sequence given by the 
natural homotopy from f to the identity along I,+, 0 5 t 5 1. This case is very much like 
computating the asymptotic cycles of $ [R, Sl]. 
In the case of an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism r: 23’3, it is easy to show 
0, = { 0) C W, where 0 is the rotation number of r. Both 0, and 8 are only defined 
modulo Z, suggesting that it’s more natural to study the rotation number in terms of 
the suspension flow. 
We observe that the construction of 0, works just as well for any continuous map 
r: K13, K a finite complex. There is a corresponding mapping torus M, and a 
semiflow 4 on M, with cross section K and return map r; one may identify 0, with 
“homology directions” of 4. 
Item (d). We will show that minimal trajectories do not suffice to determine the 
existence of cross sections. This means that one cannot replace the Birkhoff center in 
Theorem G by UXi where Xi varies over all minimal sets of the flow. 
1 
We begin constructing our example with a translational flow $ on T3 = R3/Z3 with 
generator (Y = (a,, ~2, 1) ER3 such that every orbit of 4 is dense (this holds for almost 
all (a,, a~)). Choose a function g on T3 with a nondegenerate minimum of 0 at 0 E T3 
with g( T3 - 0) > 0. Let F be the flow generated by the vector field ga: one can say F 
is the flow obtained by stopping $ quadratically at 0. Let f be the time one map of E 
The suspension flow C#J of f will give our first example. 
Note that T2 = T2 x 0 C T3 is almost a cross section to 4, so that there is a return time 
map T : T' - 0 + (0, 03). By solving (.% 3) = (x2 + y’, 0) for 1x1~ 1 and lyl small, one sees that 
r/a is bounded away from 0 and m, where u(x) = (l/dist (x, 0)) for x E T2 - 0. Integrating 
with respect to Lebesgue measure shows Ja < m so that JT = C < cQ as well. We will show 
LEMMA 4. (Y/C ED,. 
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Proof. Note that 0 EwJx) for all x E T3. It follows that 0 EON for all x E T3. 
As 4 goes very slowly near 0, we see 0 E wr(x) as well. 
Let p = (a,, a*) E R’. The translation by /3 gives a minimal transformation Tp of 
T* (To is the return map of a cross section to the minimal flow 4). Such Tp are ergodic 
and the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem gives 
jjx 7Tix +C, for almost all x. 
Choose such an x near 0. By the preceding paragraph, there is a large m with f”x near 
0. We suppose that Fbx E T* for some t,, E[m, m + I]. Then if y is obtained by closing 
N-l 
Ftx, 0 5 t 5 m, by a short path, we find l/m [y] = N/m CX, where Z rTpi = to. Hence 
i=O 
m/N = C, so l/m [y] = (Y/C. By the results of part C of this section, (Y/C ED,, 
Q.E.D. 
We see from the above proof that r#~ has a unique minimal set y corresponding to 
the fixed point 0 E T3. But the lemma shows 06f {p(y)}. Hence there are cohomology 
classes u with u(y) > 0 that don’t arise from cross sections. 
We can improve this example to obtain a flow $J on T5 where minimal sets are 
finitely many closed orbits, all in the same nonzero homology class, that has no cross 
section at all. Observe that by multiplying g by a constant, C can take any positive 
value. Varying (Y as well, we can make cr/C approximate any desired vector in 
H,( T3; w). 
In terms of the mapping torus M, = T4, with its natural cohomology class u, we 
can pick 4 so that D+ contains [y] and d, where d is closed to any prescribed 
direction S with u(6)>0. 
We now fix a class h EH,(T~: Z). Every u with u(h) = 1, u E H’(T4; Z), deter- 
mines a product structure T4 = T3 x S’ with IS’] = h. By varying u as well as LY and C, 
we can produce a flow 4 on T4 whose unique minimal set is a closed orbit y with 
[y] = h and a class d E II4 near any prescribed nonzero direction in De. Choose 
41,. . *, 44 in this way so that 0 lies in the interior of the convex hull of {h, d,, . . ., d4} in 
H,( T4; Z). Define @ to agree with 4i on T4 X pi, where pl, . . ., p4 are distinct points in 
S’, and to wander elsewhere. It’s clear from Theorem D that @ has the properties 
mentioned above. 
It would be interesting to know whether minimal sets determine the existence of 
cross sections in dimension 3, or even on the solid torus[l21. 
55. SURFACES OF SECTION 
The results obtained above for cross section to flows may be usefully extended to 
criteria for the existence and classification of Birkhoff’s “surfaces of section.” Recall 
that given a flow on a manifold M, a codimension one closed submanifold K”-I C M” 
is a surface of section bounded by J”-* for 4 if 
(1) J is a union of component of aK, each invariant under 4, 
(2) d4/dt is transverse to K - J, 
(3) the angle between d4/dt and K does not vanish to first order as one 
approaches a point in J and 
(4) every flowline of 4 intersects K in uniformly bounded time. 
This definition is given in Birkhoff [2,3] where surfaces of section were shown to 
exist for many Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom. This work general- 
ized Poincare’s construction of an annular surface of section in the restricted 
three-body problem, which was the first use of this method for studying dynamical 
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systems. Note that if J is empty, one has simply the definition of a cross section to 
4. Also, a surface of section K determines a well-defined first return map whose 
dynamics closely reflect those of 4. 
To better visualize surfaces of section, it is useful to consider an auxiliary 
manifold M* and flow 4* so that certain cross sections to I$* correspond to surfaces 
of section of 4 bounded by J. A closed submanifold J’ C int Mm, where i < m and 
%r = 0, gives rise to a manifold M* by deleting from M an open tubular neighborhood N 
of J. As in knot theory, M* will be called the exterior of J. We will denote the 
boundary fi -N C M*. By the uniqueness of tubular neighborhoods up to isotopy 
[ 131, M* may be given a well-defined differentiable structure. 
For present purposes it is more natural to view M* as obtained by replacing points 
j E J by their sphere of nonzero normal directions [(qM/TJ) -{O)]/R’. From this 
viewpoint one constructs an atlas for M with charts {( Ui, f;), (Vi, gj)}, where 
(1) Vi nJ=0. 
(2) gj: Vj +Rj X t”-j represents Vj as an R”-j bundle over Vi nJ z Rj x0. 
The smooth transition functions 7jr : gj( Vj n Vj,) + gf( Vj II Vr) preserve the points in 
Rj x 0. By passing to spherical coordinates, one obtains a map 
~z, : gi( Vj n Vjs fl J) X [0, m) + S”-‘-’ + 
gjs( Vj n Vj’ fl J) X [0, m) x S”-j-’ ’ 
that induces 7jr when one identifies (p, r, v) to (p, r~). The points (p, o. V) are naturally 
interpreted as the nonzero normal directions to J at P. This gives an atlas {Vi, fi), (Vj*, 
gj*)} on M* where gj*( Vj) = gi( Vj fl J) X [O,m) x S”-j-’ and 7$gp* = g?. Since one uses 
the derivative of 7jr in the directions normal to J and define of,, the natural 
differentiability class of M* is C’-’ for a C’ pair (M, J). 
Given a flow 4 on M and an invariant closed submanifold J there is a naturally 
defined flow +* on M defined by the action of 4 on the points M -J and on the 
nonzero normal directions to J. We will call do* the flow induced by 4 on the exterior 
of J or the blown up flow. 
For the case of interest for surfaces of section, one has j = n -2 and the vector 
field (d4*/dt) is determined locally by (d#dt) as follows. By means of a chart (V, g), 
(d4/dt) may be regarded as a vector field on R”-’ x R*. Thus (d4/dt) (j, x, y) = (dj/dt, 
dx/dt, dyldt) (j, x, y) where (dxldt) = (dyldt) = 0 at points (j, 0, 0). One may write 
$ (i, x, Y) = I ( o1 $ $ (i, sx, SY)) ds 
=x I ( o’ -& g (i, sx, sy,> ds 
+Y g (i, sx, SY)) ds 
and likewise (dyldt) (j, x, y) = cx + dy where u, 6, c and d are continuous functions of 
(j, x, y). In cylindrical coordinates (j, r, 0) where x = r cos 8 and y = r sin 6, one has 
dr dx dy . ;ii=xcos 8+dtsin8 
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= (ax + by)cos 8 + (cx + dy) sin 0 
= r(a cos*8 +(b + c)cos@ sine + d sin’@ 
c COS* e + (d - a) cos 8 sin e - b sin* e) 
Hence one defines 
$$ (i, r, 0) = (g (i, r cos 8, r sine), r(a c0s2e + 
(b + c) case sine + d sin’@, c(cos*B +(d -a) case sine -b sir?@ 
where j EJ, r E [0, m) and 8 E R/279. 
By investigating the behavior of this expression under smooth changes of variables 
T(j, x, y) = (j’, x’, y’) that preserves R”-* X (0,O) one may readily show the blown up 
flow 4* is well-defined. Note also that (d4*ldt) (j, 0, e)=(dj/dt (j, 0, 0), ), c(j, 0, 
0) cos*8 +(d -a) cos*0 -b sin*@, so 4* preserves the collection of circles j = j,-,, 
r = 0. As these circles are the normal directions over the point j,,, it is easy to see that 
one has a semiconjugacy ?r : M* + M, &,?r = m#+*, where TIM* -J = id and IT: J* + 
J is the fibration of the unit normal bundle. The flow 4*/J* may be obtained 
invariantly by passing from (d+/dt) to the quotient flow on V = T,M/TJ to the further 
quotient flow on (V - 0 section)/R’ = J*. This shows that the flow 4* is independent 
of the choice of the disc bundle over J used to define the charts (Vi, gi). 
Now that the flow +* is available, one may recast the study of surfaces of section 
of C$ bounded by J into problems about cross sections to +*. The following lemma 
summarizes this correspondence-its proof is elementary and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 5. A surface of section (K, J) for a @ow 4 on M determines a cross section 
K* to 4* such that 
(1) dK* intersects each fiber of T : J* + J transversely in a single point and 
(2) 72 maps K* diffeomorphicully onto K. 
Conversely, if K* is a cross section to 4* which intersects each fiber r-‘(j) 
transversely and exactly once then r(K*> is a surface of section for 4 bounded by J. 
As noted by Birkhoff [2], the existence of a nonempty, codimension two invariant 
submanifold is a serious restriction on 4. If, however, one is given such a submanifold 
J, one may determine whether J bounds a surface of section K for 4. If K exists then 
K* 17 J* gives a section of the unit normal bundle to J and the transverse flow 4* 
gives an orientation to each fiber in the circle bundle J* -+J. Thus, the normal bundle 
of J must be trivial in order for J to bound a surface of section. 
THEOREM M. Let J be a codimension two submanifold of M invariant under the 
flow 4 with trivial normal bundle. Let u E H’(M*; 2) be indivisible. Then there is a 
surface of Section K for 4 bounded by J with K* representing u if and only if 
(1) foreuchfiberFof m:J*+Jonehus u[F]= ?l, and 
(2) there is a cross section to 4* in cluss’u. 
Proof. The necessity of conditions (1) and (2) is clear from the last proposition. 
So, suppose that (1) and (2) hold. 
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The trivialization of J x S’ = J* of the circle bundle J* + J may be modified by 
any diffeomorphism of J x S’ which maps each fiber into itself. Using property (1) one 
may assume the trivialization so chosen that u/J* = p*(l) where p is the projection 
p :.T* = J x S’ x S’. As the cohomology class of p :J * + S’ is the restriction of a class 
on M*, p extends to a map p : M* + S’ with p*(l) = u. 
Adopting the averaging argument of [ 111, one may lift p to the infinite cyclic cover 
fi* determined by u so that p : J x S’ --* S’ lifts to the projection map ~j : j* = J X R + 
R. Then define fir(x) = (l/T) 5: Jo dt. Since there is a cross section to ,*]J* in 
class uJJ* = P*(l), the values of Jo-p(x) tend uniformly to + ~0 as T+ += and 
in fact satisfy fi(&x) - p(x) > C * T + 0, C > 0, d E R. It follows that 
for large T. Thus &jr(x) (d&dt) z C/2 > 0 for large T. 
Also pT is Z-equivariant, that is &(j, 8 + 27r) = pr(j, 0) + 297. Hence @r induces a 
map pT : J* + S’. Clearly pr*(l) = p”*(l) = p*(l) = u and pT is a fibration transverse to 
(d+/dt). Hence if K* is a fiber of pr, K* = p;’ (point), then K* is a cross section to 
4*. 
But notice that with the fixed trivialization J x Fp = J* one has I&(x) (0, 1) = 
l/T j’z Dp(sx) (0, 1) ds 2 c0 for some positive constant co and any x E J*. This is 
because the flow 4/J* covers the flow +IJ and each fiber j x R is mapped diffeomor- 
phically and in an order preserving way by each map d,, 0 I s I T. Thus, one obtains 
that K* II J* is transverse to the fibers of J* + S’, as desired. 
To generalize Theorem D to surfaces of section one must extend the idea of 
homology directions and study the cohomology of the exterior manifold M* con- 
sidered above. For this it is simpler to regard M* as the complement of a tubular 
neighborhood of J. 
LEMMA 6. If J is a closed, codimension 2 submanifold of M with trivial normal 
bundle then there is a shod exact sequence O+H’(M; Z)+H’(M*; Z)+H’(J; Z)+O 
which may be split to give H’(M*; Z) = H’(M; Z) @ H’(J; Z). 
Proof. Writing a tubular neighborhood of J in M as J x D’, inclusion of pairs 
induces a map (Y of the cohomology of a long exact sequence of (M, J x D*) to the 
sequence of (M*, J x S’). By excision a is an isomorphism of H*(M, J x D2)+ 
H*(M*, J x S’). By the Kunneth formula (Y is one-to-one on H*(J X D*)+ 
H*(J x S’). So by the 5 Lemma, all the maps are injective. Hence the quotient 
complex coker ((Y) is exact, as may be easily seen by the Snake Lemma. Since coker 
(a : H’(J x D*)- H’(J x S’)) is zero, one obtains 
coker(cu:H’M+H’M*)= coker(a:H’(Jx D’)+H’(Jx S’)) 
Hence the sequence O-* I-I’M -+ HIM* + H”J +O is exact. As H”J is free the 
sequence splits as desired. 
By dualizing this argument, one obtains H,(M*; Z)= H’(M; Z) @ Ho(J; Z). 
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Modding out torsion gives H,(M*; Z)/torsion= H @ H,(J; 2) where H = 
H,(M; Z)/torsion. This last isomorphism may be interpreted geometrically as follows. 
One chooses loops yi so that [n] are an integral basis for H. By perturbation one may 
assume yi C M*. For a 100p p in M* with [/3] = Cat [n] E H, one chooses a 2-chain c 
i 
with ac = p - ~~iyi (modulo torsion). 
Counting each component of J according to its algebraic intersection with c gives 
a class o(p) E H,,(J; 2) which is the_ winding number in case H = 0 and J is 
connected. The above isomorphism carries [p] E H,(M*)/torsion to (Eai [ri], w(p)). 
Hence the sequences used to define the homology directions d E Dd* can be 
understood geometrically on the manifold A4, without actually constructing M*. Given 
an invariant codimension 2 submanifold with trivialized normal bundle, define D*,, C 
H,(M; R) @ &(.I; R) by the following process. Suppose that 
(1) miEA!f-J,mi+mEM 
(2) ti++O 
(3) himi + m 
(4) if m E J, the sequences mi and &mi approach m along a certain normal 
direction v at m 
(5) r([n], w[n])+d E D = (0) U (unit sphere in HIM @ HJ) where yi is the 
loop obtained by closing the path &m, 0 I t I ti, by a short geodesic and m : H, (M: 2) 
@ &(J; Z) + D is given by normalization by positive scalars. Then d E Dm,, = the 
homology directions of C#I relative to J. 
It is easy to see that D4* corresponds to D4,, under the isomorphism HIM* = HIA4 
@ HJ. Thus we may summarize the above results in 
THEOREM N. There is a surface of section for C$ with boundary J corresponding to 
u E H’M @ H”J if and only if 
(1) u takes value ? 1 on each standard generator of HoJ and 
(2) u(D, ,) ’ 0. 
While it is certainly possible that a flow #J has no surface of section for any choice 
of J, this is much more likely than the existence of a cross section (corresponding to 
J = 0). For instance, flows with surfaces of section are easily constructed on the n 
sphere, with J = (n - 2) sphere. Indeed, it is easy to see that a manifold M admits a 
flow with a surface of section if and only if M has an open book decomposition[32], 
which is far weaker than the condition that M fibier over S’. It follows from [15] that 
flows with surface of section exist on any odd dimensional manifold M. 
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